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Abstract

The impact of the Internet of things (IoT) attributes for a better quality of services
in several domains also in transportation. The information generated from IoT devices is
essential for daily activity in the domain of transportation. For the transport activities
related to dangerous goods, the information shared and exchanged by stakeholders of the
supply chain for dangerous goods is considered sensitive and should be protected from the
access of unauthorized parties. This paper intends to show the potential of blockchain tech-
nology for securing information generated by IoT devices in the context of transportation
of dangerous goods.

1 Introduction

In recent years, we witness many changes in the technology domain, which has shaped the cur-
rent way of performing business processes. The new emerging technologies such as the Internet
of Things (IoT) enables redesigning of the new business process. The Internet of Things (IoT)
is composed set of devices which are connected for a specific scenario, and they exchange par-
ticular information [11]. These devices enable emerging of many technological concepts, such as
Smart Manufacturing, Smart City, Smart Home, Smart Offices, etc. [9] [21]. The usability of
these technologies, accompanied with particular devices allows better management of enterprise
activities, by allowing them to monitor active processes they are performing. The new emerg-
ing concepts such as Industry 4.0, intends to transform the way of managing manufacturing,
management of logistics and transportation [15]. While the urban activities are growing, there
is an implication on increasing services for daily activities. These services may come from the
perspective of transportation and other activities which are related to transportation. The use
of IoT devices in such environment shows many potentials on better management of service
related to transportation, better public information, security, and monitoring for any public ac-
tivity, thus decreasing challenges in case of accidents. One of the main concerns remains on the
privacy and security of information generated by IoT devices [19][33][7]. Through this research
paper, we intend to show the potential of blockchain technology for securing the information
generated by use of IoT devices in the monitoring the process of transportation of dangerous
goods, by approaching a potential real case in Luxembourg.

1.1 Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG)

Dangerous goods (DG) are defined as substances which exposes a high risk for humans, living
organisms, environment and property. The evaluation of risk exposed by TDG is an challenging
task presented by scientific literature [12] [10] [20] [30]. The DG varieties in different classes such
as ”Explosives”, ”Gases”, ”Solids”, ”Oxidizing materials”, ”Flammable Liquid”, ”Radioactive



Figure 1: The map of the route network in Luxembourg. Image Copyright SIP [5]
.

materials, ”Corrosive substances”, ”Miscellaneous” [28]. The DG present a high risk during the
transportation process. The challenge originates from the fact that the accidents of anywhere
a subject are DG have catastrophically consequence [29]. The significant percentage of TDG
is performed every day [27]. A notable presence in transportation statistics is allocated for
the TDG, and the transportation network comprises a large number of DG daily [13]. The
governance of this process is subject of predefined national and international regulation which
determine a sustainable process for TDG. These regulations intend of minimizing the risk by
standardizing the process of TDG [17]. The research from [28] elaborates the procedures for
packing, labeling, loading, transporting, unloading and warehousing of dangerous goods.

1.2 Challenges regarding TDG in Luxembourg

The TDG involves several challenges because of specificity of the goods which are transporting.
The possible accidents with DG demonstrate a high risk for population, private and public
properties, and environment since the transportation network usually overpasses urban areas.
Following we present the use case of Luxembourg transportation network, that is usually used
from other neighbor countries, as a hub for the transportation of goods. Since the most suitable
way for TDG is by using roads due to the low costs, compared to other means of transport, the
shipping (transport) organization intends to select the shortest route possible to minimize the
costs. That exposes a problem, while the transportation network passes through a populated
area [27]. This challenge is related to Luxembourg scenario, where main roads move nearby to
the populated area, as presented in Figure 1. The highways and local roads, most of the time are
massively overloaded with many traffic congestion, and that increases the risk of accidents with
DG. For example, the highway (number A31), is massively used by trucks as transit highway
for the cross into other neighbor states such as France, Germany, Belgium, and Netherlands.



1.3 The decision support systems as a management tool for TDG

The risk involved in TDG comes from the nature of goods which are subject to transportation.
For the risk estimation and management of the processes of TDG, there are designed and
develop decision support systems (DSS) as a computer-based solution. The basic idea behind
DSS is to help stakeholders to measure the risk for TDG, to save time on critical decision,
monitoring the process of transportation [27], decrease the negative impact in case of accidents
with dangerous goods [36], scheduling, planning and resource allocation [23][14] [27] [23]. In
general, the architecture of these systems is composed of several other systems. The embedded
systems for ”Sensors”, ”GPS tracker”, ”RFID”, ”GIS for moving objects”, and other related
ones, which are integrated into the main architecture of DSS, provides information for the
process of TDG. The risk analysis, monitoring of the process of TDG and other related tasks
are depended on the current state of information which should be provided by these systems.
For example, in case of an accident in the process of TDG, the IoT devices (GPS tracker,
Sensors, RFID, Raspberry Pi ) would provide information regarding this accident in the real
time. The information regarding the process of TDG, managed by DSS are stored in the local
database of the stakeholders. This exposes several concerns due to the security of information,
reliability, and trust issues regarding the process of TDG by other stakeholders or authorities,
and we will discuss it on the section below.

1.4 The concern of information security in TDG

The use of IoT devices significantly improves the quality of the process for TDG by advancing
the monitoring and reaction in case of abnormal situations, i.e., accidents or other distribution
on the process of TDG. The concern of using the IoT devices remains on the security of in-
formation exchanged by the IoT devices in the process of TDG [19][33][7]. The current DSS
systems are mainly centralized or partly hosted in cloud [7], they remain the only point of
reference for data exchange. The IoT frameworks such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) [4],
Salesforce [1], does not guarantee the data immutability since they are hosted in the facilities
of cloud providers. This way of organizing the storage and management of IoT data does not
fulfill the security requirements for the process of TDG.

For the context of TDG, where ”nuclear materials or nuclear waste” might be among trans-
porting substance”, the security, confidentiality, auditing, and monitoring or processes in real
time are extremely recommended. In the line of concerns, the following question raises ”Why
we need to secure the information captured from the IoT Devices ?”.

Since the process of TDG is mostly an international activity, that crosses borders of countries
whose stakeholders are involved. For this process, a different international and local regulatory
frameworks are applied, and usually, the stakeholders involved are the ones with big market
reputation [17]. In case of any accident or irregular process in TDG, the secured information
captured from the IoT devices are currently not immutable, and this allows big market players
to impact the process by changing the information. The design of current technologies which
support the storage of IoT data does not guarantee this level of data security. For ensuring
such a system, an extended answer for the following question should be provided:

- Remove the single point of failure in such systems?

- How to secure the information generated by IoT devices?

- How to secure the information provided by stakeholders, e.g., exchange of documents by
stakeholders of DG?

- The TDG operations and the process should be auditable?



The primary intention behind this conceptual research is the security of information in the
top of DSS or other IoT cloud solutions. For achieving this, we propose a conceptual, described
in section 3

2 Related works study: Blockchain and IoT

Blockchain is a distributed database which allows storing of the immutable transaction. The
transactions in blockchain might contain financial information, trade information, etc.[32]. The
blockchain network is composed of several nodes which communicate with each other in a peer
to peer mode. All the nodes included in the blockchain network contain the same ledger,
and they relay their communication in each other instead of any central authority [35]. The
blockchain nodes gather transaction into ”blocks”, performs cryptographic check (public-private
key cryptography), and seek to add them to the chain of blocks. The process of adding a
new block into blockchain is called ”mining”, and the nodes which perform this mining is
called miner. The miner proposes a new block after achieving a consensus challenges set by
consensus protocol. The block of transactions which are stored into blockchain are immutable,
and cryptography tools ensure data integrity [32]. The fundamental characteristic of blockchain
is that the block of data is linked together, so the block N contains the hash address of previous
block N-1 [22] [32]. The tendency for changing the information stored into blockchain is denied
by consensus protocol e.g., Proof of Work, or Proof of Stake, etc., which verifies the state of
data [31].

Smart Contracts: A computer code which is deployed into blockchain and triggered when
certain conditions are fulfilled. The smart contracts are self-executed programs for fulfilling
given task [2]. An example of smart contract execution is presented for the case of temperature
parameters that possibly overcome the fixed level.

IoT devices: RFID, Sensors, GPS tracker, and RaspberyPi, are among IoT devices which
are intended to be used for conceptualizing our approach. We will use RFID to store some
information about DG. Then, for measurement of temperature, humidity, and abnormal distur-
bance we will use sensors. GPS tracker devices monitor the location of goods. A more advanced
device such as Raspberry will be used to sign transactions.

The scientific community shows many efforts on settling up the new emerging technologies
together, blockchain and IoT. A Survey research for the integration of blockchain and IoT is
showed in [24], while the challenges and opportunities of integrating blockchain are studied by
[25]. A new data transfer layout for IoT based on blockchain technology called IOTA is presented
in [3]. The research from [18] presents different architectural styles for using IoT and blockchain.
[26] found that the blockchain technology has attractive properties for decentralizing the IoT,
thus proposing an architecture for integration blockchain and IoT. The new way of controlling
and configuring IoT devices by storing the private key into the device and public key into
blockchain nodes [16]. The research from [8] showed that blockchain and smart contract in
combination with IoT device, have a significant impact on the automation of processes.

3 Smart and secure environment for TDG

Our conceptual approach intends to change the trend of managing the TDG in line with the
security of information. We intend to develop a new way of storing information by using
blockchain technology.



Figure 2: The conceptual approach for smart and secure TDG supply chain

We propose a decentralized solution based on IoT device and blockchain technology. A
smart and secure environment in the context of TDG which expect to respond the security
concerns presented section 1.4. The sketch from Figure 2, presents the conceptual solution for
a smart and secure environment for TDG.

The core of our solution is composed of three main components. The first one represents
the IoT devices. The second component is blockchain technology, and the third one is the
stakeholder’s side, the DSS or any other cloud solution.

For composing the conceptual approach, we deploy the IoT devices over the geographic area
and also into transport mechanisms such as trucks. First, these IoT devices are registered on the
blockchain, by using their hardware identification [16]. This registration allows them to store
their private key in their memory. That avoids receiving information from an unauthorized IoT
device. These IoT devices are known as blockchain lightweight node1, which means that they
don’t contain complete blockchain, but they use their memory and processing capacity to sign
transaction [6]. Second, when the transaction is signed, the IoT device sends this transaction
into ”Remote Full Blockchain Node”, which collect transaction from all IoT nodes and verifies
them. There are several mining nodes in our system. For the verification of the transaction, this
node checks if the received transactions are from registered IoT device. Further, these nodes
add a new block into blockchain. Third, when the block has been added into the blockchain,
the smart contracts are triggered to fulfill their conditions, in case any parameter is reached,
e.g., the high level of temperature on the truck for TDG. Fourth, all stakeholders involved in
this process can insert a set of immutable information by using ”blockchain portal2”, for the
purpose of the process of TDG, and further, they can monitor the whole process for TDG.

For example, in the context of TDG, the stakeholders initiate this procedure by exchanging
information. In our conceptual solution, they can do this by using ”blockchain portal”. These set
of parameter, like the type of goods, itinerary, specific information about DG, e.g., temperature,
disturbance, etc., are inserted related to the TDG. Then during the process of transportation,
the IoT device detects these goods when reaching its area of detection. The IoT devices receive
information regarding the current state of the goods and sign this information by forming a
transaction which further will be transmitted into blockchain. The stakeholders and other

1 The Full Node and Lightweight Node: https://www.mycryptopedia.com/full-node-lightweight-node/
2The combination of IPFS and blockchain: https://ipfs.io/



authorized parties can monitor all operations in TDG by using ”blockchain portal”.
In such an approach, even if some nodes fail to respond, still the system can provide information
since the blockchain distributes information in all nodes. The information captured from IoT
devices are signed cryptographically and sent to full blockchain nodes making this information
immutable. The user interface allows users to provide their data on the blockchain-based system.
The ability of immutable record keeping of blockchain enables a full audition of processes and
operations for TDG.

4 Technological alignments with business requirements
for TDG

The focus behind the proposed conceptual solution for the smart and secure environment for
TDG is smart contracts. Various smart contracts are proposed for fulfilling the requirements
for the proposed system. Following we detail one of the significant smart contracts:

AlertSC which alerts stakeholders in case of an emergency, i.e., the high temperature of
goods. This smart contract is deployed in ”Full Blockchain Node” in our solution. It waits
without any action until receiving any parameter for triggering it. A simple structure of for
this smart contract is expressed below:

S0: parameters: stakeholderList, IoTDeviceList, SubstanceList,

transportedSubstance, location, timestamp, riskLevel, TempLevelSubstance

S1: check (if ReceivedTransaction in IoTDeviceList)

S2: check (if transportedSubstance in SubstanceList) and

(TempLevelSubstance >=substanceRiskLevel)

S3: check (if stakeholder in stakeholderList)

S4: function (sendMessage: Alert (location, timestamp) -> stakeholder))

Along with possibilities offered by the blockchain technology, numerous challenges emerging
while aligning business process requirements with the technology features. Mainly the source of
these challenges is the insufficient maturity of blockchain technology to respond to all possible
business requirements emerged from the business process. The alignment of business require-
ments rise challenges on the expression of smart contracts. For example, in the context of our
study, the legal regulation should be considered in TDG. The expression of legal rules into
smart contract arise a research challenges. Further, the performance issue of the blockchain is
among the concerns from the scientific community [34]. The main concern in this scenario is the
scalability. Regarding this concern in our proposed scenario, while the number of transaction
received from IoT devices might be increasing daily in line with transport activity, the current
blockchain ability might face difficulty to respond them in real time. Encountering, then the
alignment of the business process requirements and the scalability issues we intend to extend our
research by implementing the proposed conceptual approach and providing empirical analysis
regarding the behavior of the entire system.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we propose a new way of securing information in the process of TDG by combining
the IoT devices with blockchain technology. We performed a potential real case scenario, along
with it we intend to develop that as proof of concepts in the near future. This approach promises
on overcoming of several challenges in the management of process for TDG. Furthermore,



we identified some challenges which stem from combining the IoT devices with blockchain
technology. These challenges are on scalability and the alignment of regulatory framework with
blockchain technology.
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